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AMA 158 – Southern California Antique Model Plane Society – Sam 13 

SCAMPS Officers 
President             Daniel Heinrich    (909) 593-5789     AeronutD@cs.com 

Vice President     George Walter     (714) 528-0774    GeorgeWalter@alumni.pitt.edu 

Secretary/Treasurer     Kevin Sherman     (951) 737-7943     Julykevin@aol.com 

Editor       Clint Brooks  (562) 493-2749     scampsedit@Yahoo.com 

Meeting Coordinator    Mark Williams   (909) 996-2942     marknjeannie@gmail.com 

Safety Officer         Ted Firster         (951) 776-4971    Civyboy31@aol.com 

 

April SCAMPS Meeting Location 

 

 

 
 

 
Gary and Kevin Sherman will be hosting the next club meeting on Saturday, April 4th.  A luncheon will 

be served starting at 1 PM, and all are welcomed to attend.  The address is 1521 Normandy Terrace, 

Corona.  If more information is needed please call Kevin or Gary at 951-737-7943.   
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SCAMPS NEWS                               by Clint Brooks 
 

Welcome to Spring-our contest season is going to be in full swing 

shortly.  I hope everyone is getting geared up and ready to go-it’s 

going to be a busy season. 

 

First some health and welfare news to report.  Our thoughts are with 

the Cover family as their parents Hal and Jane are going through recent 

medical drama-Hal with a mild heart attack and stent surgery, and Jane 

with a foot surgery.  Best wishes for everyone to recover quickly and 

back at what makes them happiest in life. 

 

There is a move afoot to conduct a P-30 only contest at Perris this year.  

It’s been talked about, and recently April was being pushed as the 

month.  Al Richardson and his son Van are looking into something in 

early summer to help fill a doldrum period as April is already packed 

with contest activity.  We need a few months to get the word out-there 

appears to be some significant local interest and I’m sure some more 

Oldenkamp Hotbox P-30’s will be built in the meantime for an event 

around it. 

 

I’m still testing and designing a version of the Apache E36 model.  I’m flying T-2 and finishing up T-3, 

mainly changes to strengthen and simplify construction, incorporate changes based on flight testing and 

abuse.  It’s looking reliable to set up and I’ve learned the launch techniques to keep it that way, which will 

be a big part of flying this model.  I’ve really enjoyed the development process-it brings a lot of pleasure 

into life. 

 

Speaking of electric power-have you seen Daniel Henrich fly his class D Satellite with electron propulsion?  

Any flight of a class D model is impressive and Daniel’s electric version is starting to really perform as he 

comes up the power curve with more Lipo cells.  He has submitted a write-up of his experience with this 

modification and I’ll let him tell the story. 

 

 

 

E-96, it isn’t for wussies!         By Daniel Heinrich 

 

Anyone who knows me understands that I like to buck the system wherever I can.  I do things that most 

people think are crazy and in most cases they are correct.  My first attempt at a competition electric model 

fits right into this category. 

 

While reviewing the rules for Electric FF several years ago I noted that there was no longer a restriction on 

how many cells you were allowed to fly with.  Class ‘A’ Electric was a strap down model and ‘B’ Electric 

allowed auto surfaces.  Being familiar with the new technologies in Electric power choices I wondered, 

“Why not build a really big electric model?”  With help from Scott Cover I began my quest. 

My choice of designs was BMJR’s Super D Satellite.  I chose this model for a couple of reasons.  I 

previously flew the design with a really strong Rossi .60 and was very successful with it despite the fact 

that it tipped the scales at over 5 lbs.  At 1300 square inches the glide is fantastic and it is easy to trim.  

Also, having the kit available cut down the amount of time it took me to complete the model.  Like most, 

my building time is at a premium. 
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I did not make many changes to the basic design.  I created a compartment in the pylon for my tracker so 

the antenna could feed out the back of the pylon and the front of the fuselage was left open on the bottom 

for a 1/8” light ply cover to allow easy access to the electrical components.  In retrospect I should have 

lined the inside of the fuselage in the front with 1/32” plywood but more on that later.  Also, I am now 

fitting a ¼” plywood former at the forward end of the battery compartment.  The firewall was shoved 

forward about 5” to compensate for the lighter electric motor and also to clear the folding prop I wanted to 

use.  I created a fiberglass cowl to cover the motor and give the model a more streamlined look. 

To begin with the Turnigy G60 series 300kv motor was installed running on a 2500ma, 4 cell pack and a 

14”x6” folding propeller.  I decided on Starlink’s E-36 timer for ease of use as the motor runs would be 

what I would need for A Electric.  While doing some bench running at home I was getting the impression 

that the 300kv motor may not have the power I was looking for.  On the initial flights I was not surprised 

to find I was correct.  At 40% power the model barely climbed and I was lucky when it did not hit the cars. 

Wanting to sneak up on the trimming I stayed with this setup through the initial trimming up to 100% 

power just to make sure there were no major issues.  The CG was almost perfect and the glide was 

everything I expected it to be but it needed more power. 

 

After much experimenting I 

have now arrived at a 

successful configuration.  The 

Turnigy G60 series 500kv 

motor running a 2700ma, 6 cell 

pack swinging a 16”x8” folder.  

As you can imagine the battery 

pack is a brick!  This led me to 

a couple of issues.  At an all up 

weight of 5.5 lbs., every time 

the model hits the ground on 

DT (which is almost every 

flight now) the battery pack 

pops out of the airplane.  With 

balsa as the box of the battery 

compartment it did not take 

long for the fuselage formers to 

be broken out of the fuselage.  

Another issue is that with the 

bottom of the fuselage open, 

too much of the strength of the fuselage is lost.  My second official at the Taibi meet the fuselage broke in 

two pieces on DT.  I am now lining the inside of the fuselage and re-enforcing the battery compartment.  I 

was able to repair the model and put up my third flight just to prove what a beginner I am with electric.  I 

had been flying with the same pack all day and of course, the third official is when it decided to go dead.  

Satellites being what they are, it still squeaked out a 92 second flight which was enough in this case to win 

by 8 seconds. 

I have received a lot of advice on how to make the model better as well as safety precautions related to 

charging batteries.  I am taking most of these suggestions to heart.  For those who are more into electric 

than I am, I have no clue how many watts it is drawing though Bernie Crow recently observed the lights in 

Perris dimming when it starts up.  I wanted to build a model that would impress people with what can be 

done with electric models and I feel that task has been completed.  It sure is a lot of work for one event 

that is not flown very often but I fly for fun and it really is an impressive model in the air now. 
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Okay-I want to see the VTO launch on this.  I’m pretty sure it’s probably about right for that, and I may in 

fact be missing it as I only hear it after airborne if you aren’t aware of the launch.  That’s one of the nice 

things about electrics-no earplugs required! 

 

We are getting caught up on contest reports, with Joe Jones reporting in on the March Club contest-here ya 

go… 

SCAMPS March Contest Results       by Joe Jones 

 

The SCAMPS March Contest included Perris Special, 1/2 A to C Nostalgia, and Old Time Large Rubber 

(Stick and Fuselage combined).  The weather was good with some cloud cover, mild temperatures, 

minimal drift, and good lift.  The turnout was very good with about 25 cars on the flight line. 

 

There were four entries in Perris Special. Jeff Carman and Ron Thomas maxed their first three flights.  Jeff 

forgot his fourth flight was a fly-off with reduced engine run.  He had an over-run to finish day.  Ron 

Thomas posted a 134 seconds fourth flight to win.  Ray Peel missed a max on his first flight by less than 

one-half second scoring 179 seconds.  Kevin Sherman was also flying his Perris Special.  He was still 

trimming so he did not post any official flights.  By the end of the day, Kevin was putting up beautiful 

flights.  Hulan Matthies was also flying his Perris Special but did not record any official flights.  Perris 

Special results were: 

 

 1 Ron Thomas  Perris Special  180/180/180/134 674 

 2 Jeff Carman  Perris Special  108/180/180/0  540 

 3 Ray Peel  Perris Special  179/180/148  507 

 4 John Riese  Perris Special  180/165  345 

 

There were three entries in 1/2A to C Nostalgia. Nostalgia results were: 

 

 1 Ray Peel  Texan   180/180/180  540 

 2 Ted Firster  Lucky Lindy  61/133/122  316 

 3 Phil Ronney  Ram Rod  176   176 

  

There were six entries, five entrants on Old Time Rubber.  Hall Wightman entered both his Lanzo Duplex 

and Red Buzzard.  Red Buzzards were well represented with four entries.  Bernie Crowe won flying his 

10-year old Lamb Climber.  It was good to see Bernie take a break from electrics and fly rubber again.  

Ted Firster was off to a good start with two maxes.  But Ted’s Red Buzzard spiraled in on his third flight 

to post 68 seconds and drop to fourth place.  Results of Old Time Rubber were: 

 

 1 Bernie Crowe  Lamb Climber  155/180/180  515 

 2 George Walter  Red Buzzard  164/150/180  494 

 3 Fernando Ramos Red Buzzard  135/142/180  457 

 4 Ted Firster  Red Buzzard  180/180/68  428 

 5 Hal Wightman  Lanzo Duplex  126/133/145  404 

 6 Hal Wightman  Red Buzzard  117/138/121  376 

 

Thanks to all who participated.  See you and many more next year! 
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And the next contest to report is the 11th Annual Taibi which was again CD’d by Hal Wightman and Kevin 

Sherman.  Special notice to Gary Sherman for sponsoring the donuts (I make fun of them but they are 

good-thanks) and to all who donated goodies for the awards.  It was a perfect day for a contest, even with 

the threat of hot air balloons hovering nearby.  Luckily their touchdown point occurred further west of the 

field and presented no hazard this time. 

 

11th Annual Taibi Contest Report       by Kevin Sherman 

 

The 11th Annual Taibi Contest was well attended with 22 flyers making up 43 entries.  There was a 

conflict with the SCAT club this year, when they moved their contest date and did not realize it was the 

same weekend as our contest.  A few would-be Taibi Contest flyers went to the SCAT contest at Lost 

Hills, but we still had a very successful event.  At 8:00 AM, we started the contest with a flight of Sal’s 

Starduster 900.  Sal was famous for getting out early and flying in the morning air, so we honored him by 

giving him the first flight.  His old Duster still flies great and I am sure he was smiling down on us! 

 

 

 

Ray Peel, Ron Thomas, Jeff Carman, Kevin Sherman, Hulan Matthies Ron Thomas turning his Perris Special loose 

Dramatic Rubber Power launch by Hal Wightman-soon to be leaving 

for a new home in Pennsylvania-we’ll miss you Hal 
Recently recovered from his Lost Hills motorcycle incident-Mike Mayea 

puttin’ up a rubber stick job 
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I want to thank my Co-CD Hal Wightman for 11 great years of running the Taibi Contest.  For those who 

have not heard, Hal has decided to turn his part time residence in Pennsylvania into full time.  Hal is a 

pleasure to work with and we have had a great time running the contest over the years.  Thanks Hal, your 

efforts are much appreciated.  

 

This year, the weather was unseasonably warm, but flying conditions were great.  There was a light and 

variable breeze most of the day, but chases were mostly short.  I had worried about the weather because 

days leading up to the contest were windy with a big ridge of high pressure sitting over the west coast.  

While the heat came up to the low 90s, the wind laid down for us for most of the day.  At about 12:30, the 

breeze became moderate to the East, and when Mike Mayea put up the last flight of the day, he had a 

lengthy chase.  Flying was done by 1:00 PM, and the contest was called a little early to allow everyone to 

get out of the heat. 

 

We had 10 events being contested, with the signature event being the All Taibi which had 8 flyers.  In this 

event, any of Sal’s designs can be flown to the rules of the era they were designed.  All fly to 3 minute 

maxes, and the format has been really interesting.  This year, the Starduster 900’s headed the class with 

Ron Thomas putting in 4 maxes with his to take the win, followed by Jeff Carman with his 900.   

 

With the allowance of the Perris 

Special Mk. II, we saw a big 

resurgence in the Perris Special event 

with 6 entries.  Almost all of them had 

made the upgrade to the Mk. II version 

with the exception being Ray Peel, the 

winner!  Ray’s has flown very stable 

as is, so he chose to leave his alone, 

and ended up top of the heap with his 

Veco .19 powered model.  He was 

followed closely by Ron Thomas, 

Hulan Matthies and Jeff Carman.     

 

We had a field of four in ABC Old 

Timer.  Eric Strengell showed the way 

with his OS converted powered 

Ascender slotting in on top.  He was 

followed by Jeff Carman flying his Super Cyclone powered Playboy and Joe Jones flying Sal’s old 

Brooklyn Dodger.  As he did last year, Joe represented Sal well bringing out several of Sal’s old models.  

It is always a joy to see them, thanks Joe. 

 

Six flyers made up the Large Old Timer Rubber field.  Again, one of the more popular models was the Red 

Buzzard, and that is what Clint Brooks Mayea flew to the class win.  He was followed by Fernando 

Ramos, also flying a Red Buzzard and Mike took third.  Small Old Timer Rubber also had six flyers and 

again, Clint Brooks came out on top flying his Sticker.  Nipping at his heels was George Walter flying his 

reliable Wren and third went to Mike Mayea flying a Gollywock. 

 

We had five entries in ABC Nostalgia.  Ray Peel has made it tough on the field flying his hot Texan to 

four maxes and the win.  He was followed by Phil Ronney flying a Ram Rod and Joe Jones flying a Racer.   

 

The Electric events were not as popular this year, which was kind of a surprise to me considering all the 

recent action in E-36 (surprising is not the word-most of us did not read the contest flyer closely to see E-

36 was added as an event…Dohh!).  We had three flyers in AMA A/B Electric, and I think everyone was 

Hulan Matthies' Mk. II with fuselage modification with black covering 
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impressed with Daniel Heinrich’s 96 inch Satellite.  Every time he fired up the electric motor, it sounded 

like a mini tornado was coming through.  He put up two maxes, but the model was broken when it 

dethermalized after the second max.  Not deterred, he glued it all back together and after a test flight, was 

ready to post a third max.  When he launched for his third official, the battery went dead about three to 

four seconds into the flight, and he came up short but was still good enough for the win.  John Riese flew 

well for second place and Phil Ronney flying a Noah’s Quark took third place.  John Riese was the lone 

flyer in E-36, so he got first and last. 

 

Nostalgia Rubber had a field of two with George Walter edging out Fernando Ramos for the win.  We also 

had 2 entries in ½ A Nostalgia where Eric Strengell took the win over Bob Scully.   

 

We had a couple crashes, but for the most part, 

was saw some excellent flying.  We had a couple 

close calls on DT.  Somehow, Daniel’s Satellite 

managed to come down between a couple tables 

and two motorcycles, in a tiny hole and hit 

nothing.  It was amazing.  Later in the day, my 

dad was not quite as lucky when a model hit his 

Civyboy sitting in the stand by the cars causing 

minor damage.  There were a couple real nice 

catches too.  Jeff Carman is one of the best we 

have at catching models and he saved a couple 

during the day, thanks Jeff!  Also thank you to 

everyone who came out to support the contest.   

 

 

 

 

All Taibi 

1) Ron Thomas 180/180/180/180 720 

2) Jeff Carman 180/178/180  538 

3) Ted Firster  136/079/066  281 

4) Joe Jones  073/029/073  175 

 

Perris Special 

1) Ray Peel  180/180/180/180 720 

2) Ron Thomas 180/180/180/167 707 

3) Hulan Matthies 180/180/180/138 678 

4) Jeff Carman 125/180/180  485 

 

ABC Old Timer 

1) Eric Strengell 163/162/153  478 

2) Jeff Carman 148/147/180  475 

3) Joe Jones  114/99/134  347 

 

Small OT Rubber 

1) Clint Brooks 149/180/177  506 

2) George Walter 164/180/156  500 

3) Mike Mayea 164/180/143  487 

Dan Heinrich's lucky Satellite finding a hole on DT 
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4) Roger Willis 082/037/092  211 

5) Jim Lueken  061/063/059  183 

6) Brad Levine 043/060/DNF  103 

 

Large OT Rubber 

1) Clint Brooks 180/180/165  525 

2) Fernando Ramos 176/93/126  395 

3) Allan Arnold 104/121/074  299 

4) Mike Mayea 072/180/DNF  252 

5) Ted Firster  120/085/DNF  205 

 

Nostalgia Rubber 

1) George Walter 180/180/150  510 

2) Fernando Ramos 135/135/180  450 

 

ABC Nostalgia 

1) Ray Peel  180/180/180/180 720 

2) Phil Ronney 180/180/117  477 

3) Joe Jones  127/150/180  457 

 

½ A Nostalgia 

1) Eric Strengell 073/133/180  386 

2) Bob Scully  102/087/073  262 

 

AMA A/B Electric 

1) Dan Heinrich 120/120/92  332 

2) John Riese  120/084/120  324 

3) Phil Ronney 081/118/106  305 

 

E-36 

1) John Riese  079/09/DNF  088 
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After the Haggart-Bowden contest Kevin submitted a write-up about the origins of the event and how it 

came to be an annual SCAMPS event.  It’s been discussed before, but here it is again with a different take 

on history and how it has come to be a SCAMPS tradition. 

 

In last month’s newsletter, Mike Myers did a nice contest write up on the SCAMPS’ Haggart-Bowden 

which he had just finished Contest Directing.  In his report, he posed the question, how Haggart got 

included in what is really a Bowden event?  Mike is a long time SCIF, and like most of us, did not know 

the origins of the SCAMPS Haggart-Bowden Contest.  Mike’s question prompted Bob Oslan to give me a 

call with the answer.    

 

Many of the newer SCAMPS probably do not know Bob Oslan, but probably know his name. Bob is an 

excellent builder and flyer and was one of my modeling heroes and mentors.  He has had numerous 

articles published and was a columnist for SAM Speaks for several years.  He was also a proponent of ¼ 

A Old Timer event, and the force behind SAM Old Ruler.  Bob used to fly with us at Perris, but moved to 

Henderson, Nevada about 15 years ago.  He was also a frequent contest winner and has been a SCAMPS 

member since about 2 years after the club was formed in the 1960s. 

 

So how did Haggart get included in the SCAMPS Haggart-Bowden Contest?  According to Bob, Haggart 

put together a postal precision event in 1974, with the Bowden rules.  A team of SCAMPS in the USA won 

the event, and had a great time participating.  The SCAMPS decided to have a contest with the Bowden 

event from then on, and that is how it originated.  As a neat side-note, Bob still has his certificate for 

being part of the winning US team.   As far as Bob recalls, the Haggart postal was only done in 1974, so 

the SCAMPS have carried the torch for the precision event since.   

 

Thanks for the history to Bob, and thanks a lot to Mike Myers for CDing.  

 

-Kevin Sherman  

 

 

Mo Day Rubber Power CD

Jan 21 OT Small Rubber (comb) 1/2 A +  A, B - D AMA Gas B.Crowe

Feb 18 Jimmy Allen / Comml Rubber 30-sec Antique/E-36 K. Sherman

Mar 11 OT Large Rubber (comb) 1/2A - C Nostalgia Gas J. Jones

Perris Special 1-dsgn

Apr 15 P-30 / Greve mass launch OT ABC Fuselage/E-36

May 13 4oz Wake / 8oz Wake 1/2A, A - D AMA Gas

Jun 10 Twin Pusher/Coupe (F1G) AMA Electric/E-36

Jul 8 P-30/Comml Rubber OT ABC Pylon /Perris Special

Aug 12 OT Large Rubber (comb) 1/2A - C Nostalgia Gas/Electric Nos

Sep 9 Coupe (F1G) / HLG / CLG OT ABC Combined

Oct 14 Nos Wake / Nos Rubber E20/E36/AMA Electric

Nov 11 P-30 / Jimmy Allen 1/2A, A - D AMA Gas /Perris Special

Dec 9 Gollywock Mass Launch + OT Small Rubb Comb 1/2A - C Nostalgia Gas

SCAMPS Monthly Club Contest Schedule 2015 V1.1
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